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SUMMARY
This paper is a continuationof the study describedin part 1 and deals
with the effects of flight on noise from heated jets. In working out this
theory through the vortex sheet flow modeling,we have incorporatedin our
analysisthe effects of the additionally,extraneously-generatedipole and
simple source terms which arise as a result of the density gradientsacross
the fluid interfaces. In additionto reassertingour earlierfindingsdue to
the effects of flightas in part I-(i) amplificationof noise in the forward
quadrant,(ii) reductionof noise in the aft quadrantand (iii) no effectsat
_)= go° to the jet axis--thepresentwork shows that the coaxial flows with
invertedprofiles are much quieter than the conventionalprofiles;however,
the benefitof noise reductionat higherouter-to-innerarea ratiosis totally
offset as it (invertedprofile) incurs a significant massloss and thrust-
loss. Amongst all the possible coaxial configurationswhen one of the co-
axial streams is heated-conventionalprofile (CP), invertedprofile (IP) and
the variable stream control engine (VSCE) cycle--and at constant massflow
and thrust, a VSCE-cycleis the most desirableand the best possible engine
cycle inasmuch as it provides over more than 18.0 dB reduction in SPL (as
comparedagainst noise from a CP-cycle)at all angles, both staticallyand
in flight, for area ratios_ < 0.25. In view of its immense potentialto
producethe least noise while still maintainingthe constant high massflow
and thrust (as of the C_cycle),the VSCE-cycle is likely to be of paramount
importancein its engineeringapplicationas one of the most viable nozzles
of the future. The study also furtherindicatesthat when both the coaxial
streams are unequallyheated, a duct-buringprofile combined with the vari-
able stream control engine (DB-VSCE)concept gives rise to another powerful
coaxialdevicewhich generatesthe leastnoise,bothstaticallyand in flight,
while still maintaininqthe maximum massflow and thrust. In any case the
duct-burningturbofan engine is simply no match with the DB-VSCE cycle in-
asmuch as the former is substantiallynoisierthan the latter even at much
lessmassflow and thrust conditions.
1. INTRINSICALLYGENERATEDEXTRANEOUSSOURCES
The role played by the multipole sources in a heated jet is quite
intricateand needs to belookedinto carefullysince it is not easy to explain
their complicatingrole through the physicsof the problem. To explainthis
feature,one can make use of the generalizedpropertiesof the delta function
and its derivativeswhereby one can show that in the presence of two or more
differentfluid medias having nonidenticaltemperaturesand densities which
are distinctlydifferentat their common interface,a dipole source term may
give rise to an additionalsimple source term and a quadrupoleterm may give
rise to an additional dipole term plus one additional simple source term.
Mani (1976a,1976b)has utilizedthis idea to solve the vortexsheet modeling
problemof the single round plug-flow,iets. Since ours is a heated coaxial
dual jet having double vortex layers, it will be worthwhileto show that by
utilizingthis delta functiontechnique one can find additionaldipole and
simple source terms generatedfrom the quadrupole-typerinq sources. These
additionallygeneratedsource terms must be taken into considerationbefore
one works out the final radiationfrom the heated coaxial flow through the
ringmodelinq.
Let us now considerthe originalequationswhich govern the wave propa-
gationof the radiationsfrom the two axisymmetricring sources (withoutany
periodicityn along_) in the heated coaxial flow which we write as:
- -- (z)
_ z (2)
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Before we explain mathematicallyas to how the additional source ter_ are
intrinsicallygeneratedwithin the system,let us look at the multiplication
propertyof the differentiated generalized function in conjunction with
anotherfixed function € which has continuousderivativesat least up to the
nth order on a neighbourhoodof the origin (see Hoskins (lgTg)),
This formulawill be made use of when the higher order multipole-sourcesact
as the drivingsourcesand appearon the righthand side of the wave equations.
Since we concern ourselveswith the quadrupole-typesources we may use only
up to the first three lower order products involving the 6-functionwhich
we write:
€
(s)
where the dashes denote differentiationwith respectto the argument. Making
use of the foregoing relationsin equation (5) and the coordinate relations
defined in equation (61) of part 1) one can write for the x-x quadrupole
componentof the source term in equation (2) as:
\'bx (6>
m
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As one can notice in equation (7), the differentiationsare evaluatedat Y=
_o- This is due to the fact that the approDriateradiationscan be derived
from the simple source result,due to the simplesource term 6s = _y_/_(z__/_)_i_
by differentiatingthe simple source result with respectto the source co-
ordinatewhich in the present case is _*=_o, for the ring source located in
the secondarystream of the coaxial jet. The emergenceof equation (7) from
its preceding step has been made possible due to the presence of density
gradientsacross the fluid interfaceat r = rs which separatesthe secondary
stream from the ambience which simulates flight. It is well known that the
sourcesof noise are principallygeneratedin and around the secondary/ambient
interface,although for sake of conveniencewe tactfully replaced them by
puttinga ring source in the midst of the secondarystream at r =}_p. There-
fore, the densitygradientssuffixedwith _ essentiallyreflect the density
gradientsat r =_ where they reallyexist. We will come to this point
aqain at a later stage.
Now replacingthe densitygradientsas:
and rearrangingthe terms in equation (7), one can have explicitexpressions
for the quadrupole component all and also for other quadrupole components
(followingexactI_ similarprocedure)which we write as:
(g)
co]@
(Io)
6
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Equation (6) shows that the x-x quadrupole resolves into a purely quadrupole
term proportional to the local density of the stream plus one transvers dipole
term proportional to the local density gradient and one simple source term
proportionalto the second-orderlocal density gradient. However,when the
x-x quadrupole is expressed in ter_ of polar coordinates, the scenario
looks different. In terms of polar coordinates,one finds (see equation g)
that it resolves into a quadrupole in the radial direction proportinalto
ps(/k,) cos2_, plus one radial dipole term proportional to
and one simple source proportional to[_)_-2P_,)_s*@] . Similar
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interpretationcan be provided for the y-y quadrupolein equation (I0). The
purely axial z-z quadrupole(seeequation11) remainsunaffectedand generates
no lower order singularities because of the absence of any mean density
gradientsin the axialdirection. Thex-y quadrupolein equation (12)provides
one radial quadrupoleproportionalto ps(_)sin € cos €, plus one radialdi-
pole term proportionalto sin 2¢(-_L_(_,)-_4,))andone simple source term
roportional to sin € cos € (_€_.o)- _ _'(_._)) . The x-z quadrupole in ecla-
tion (13) provides one r-z type quadrupoleproportionalto ps(/4,)cos € and
one axial-type dipole proportioalto -p,(_) cos €. Similar interpretation
is obviousfor the y-z quadrupolein equation(14).
Followingthe approach shown in Mani's work (1976b)on heated jet noise from
single round jets, and recognizingthe fact that the density gradients at
r =A oreally mean the densitygradientsacrossthe fluid interfaceat r = rs
where they physicallyexist, one can write them empiricallyas:
The quantity Ps(_) is actually the density of the fluid in the secondary
stream and as such:
(16)
Followingexactlythe same procedurewe can find out parallelexpressionsfor
the quadrupole components of the ring-source in the primary flow which
representsthe acoustic sources generatedat the primary/secondaryinterface
at r = rp where again the densitygradients .dlpp(w),----_2_)exist. Now writing
down those expressionswehave:
(17)
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2. RADIATIONFROM SOURCES IN THE HOT SECONDARYSTREAM
While working out the radiationproblem for a cold coaxialflow in part
1, the primary and secondary stream densitieswere purposefullykept dis-
tinctlydifferent, even though when finding the actual radiation for the
cold jet we had to make pp = Ps = Pf = Po, same as the normal ambient den-
sity. Thus fundamentallythe radiationexpressionsfound earlier are valid
for both the hot and cold situations. However,when making applicationsof
those fundamentalresultsto a hot flow situation, one has to be careful so
as to bear in mind that it is not the only radiationfrom the only soruce
which was thought to be existing alone in isolationand that meanwhile be-
cause of the emergenceof additionalsource terms generateddue to the pre-
sence of temperature/densitygradients across the fluid interfaces,appro-
priate additional radiations from these extraneous sources must be taken
into account. This is an inevitableconsequence for a flow where there is
differencein its flow parameters (like temperatureand denisty) from its
surroundingfluid.
I0
In view of the above considerationand recognizingthat a differen-
tiationof a field due to a simple source representationon the right hand
side of a wave equation with respect to source coordinatesyields an ap-
propriatemultipole source radiation, one can make use of equations (37,
55.-57)of part 1 in equation (9-14),to get the radiationexpressionsfor a
quadrupole-typeaxisymmetricring source (free from any periodicityn along_)
in a hot secondarystream which we write as follows:
0"22= 'L'k_, - 2 - +
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(24)
It is worthwhileto point out althoughthe above resultsare valid for a hot
jet case, we can also derive from them the correspondingresults for a cold
jet case (see equation (62) of part I) simply by puttingPs/Pf = I in the
relationsgiven in equation (24).
Making use of the formulasin equations(53) and (54) of part 1, one can
find from equation (24) the far-fieldradiationdue to a quadrupoletype ring
source in the hot secondarystream of a coaxialdual flow as:
12
24-
(2s)
where
These variableshave alreadybeen definedin part 1 while dealingwhith the
cold jet radiationfrom the coaxialjet.
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Here again it is interestingto ooint out thay by putting P2
one can reducethe hot radiationresultsof equation(26) to the cold radiation
resultsin equation (63)of part I, when there is an axisymmetricringsource
in the secondarystream.
3. RADIATIONFROM SOURCESIN THE HOT PRIMARYSTREAM
Followingthe reasoningas in section2, and making use of the equations
(78, 87-89) of part I in equaitons(17-22)one can obtain the radiationex-
pressionsfor a quadrupole-typeaxisymmetric ring source (free from any
periodicityn along €) in a hot primary stream which we write as follows:
14
I here
In the absence of any density gradientsacross the fluid interface one can
put Ps/Pp = I in the above set of equations in (27-28 ) to recover the
rediationresults for the cold jet case and the reduced results will be
exactlythe same as given in equation (91)of part I.
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To find the far field radiationfrom the axisymmetricring source (free
from any periodicityalong €) in the hot primary stream, we make use of the
formulasin equations(53)and (54)of part 1 and also the foregoingrelations
in equation (27-28)which yield:
where we rewriteA1 and B1 in equation(29) in a differentform as:
- t,,_ I S_, C_,)+2u.,
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(30)
The hot jet radiaitonresultin equation (29)can be easily reducedto produce
the cold jet radiationresultin equation (92)of part 1 simply by puttingPI
• P2 " I in equation (30).
4. INTENSITYOF RADIATIONDUE TO RING SOURCES IN HOT COAXIALDUAL FLOW AND
APPLICATIONOF THE THEORY
Since the problemconsideredhere is a linearone we apoly the principle
of superposition according to which we must combine the intensities of
radiationdue to both the ring-sourcesin the hot secondaryand in the hot
primarystream of the heated coaxial dual flow. In view of this we now
combinethe resultsof equations(25)and (29) to obtainthe total far-field
intensitywhich is expressedas:
2 z
RHS= j Qz6,12 M212
-- 2
2 2 2
Here again for convenienceof handling the problem and in order to keep the
complexityof the algebra to a minimum we have considereda situation when
the centersof the ring sourcesperfectlycoalesceso as to emit radiationto
reach the observersimultaneouslyin which case R =(_,and 0, the angle of
emissionat the retardedtime, is the same for both.
To illustratethe above theory, the variationin intensity of acoustic
radiation,expressedin decibels,is shown as a functionof flow Mach numbers
(Mp, Ms), flight Mach numbers (Mf), flow densities (P1, P2), outer-to-inner
area ratios (_.), outer-to-innervelocity ratios (f)and Strouhal numbers
which, unless otherwisestated, have been consideredat StI = 0.2, St2 = 0.2.
This representsthe combined radiationdue to all the nine quadrupolecompo-
nents of the ring source in the primary flow plus that due to all the nine
quadrupolecomponents of the ring source in the secondary flow. One of the
most salient features of the coaxial flows discussedhere is the comparison
and assessment of the acoustic perfomance of different modes of operation:
a) cold-inner/cold-outer,b) cold-inner/hot-outer,c) hot-inner/ cold-outer
18
and d) hot-inner/hot-outer. The change in intensity level is analyzed in
the following figures by a plot of variation in intensity level with direc-
tion B (measured from the direction convection) and with flight Math number
Mf. The quantity plotted is the directional intensity and is expressed in
terms of the sound pressure level,_lecibels (dB), where:
2,
The parametersP1 and P2 may take on any value to reflectany mode of opera-
tion. When PI= P2 = 1, it is a cold-inner/cold-outermode at ambienttem-
peratureat 288 K; when P1 " P2 = 4, it is a hot-inner/hot-outermode at a
very hot temperatureof 1152K ; when PI= I and P2 = 4, it is an inner-cold/
outer-hotflow at inner temperature 288K and outer (hot) temperature of
1152K;when P! = 4, P2 = I, it is an inner-hot/outer-coldflow at inner
(hot) temperature of 1152K and outer temperature of 2B8K. When P2 = 2, it
representsa moderatelyhot outer flow at temperature576K.
In figures 1(a-d),a comparison is made of the variation of intensity
levelsdue to all the four possible modes of operation, at outer-to-inner
area ratios_ - I, 4, 10 and 2D. In all these plots,we have shown the
variationat higher angles to the jet axis (more than 30°) of importancein
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flight. The thrust and massflow in each figure is maintained constant for
all these modes. All these figuresshow that thrust and massflow remaining
constant,an inner-cold/outer-coldmade is the least noisy and an inner-hot/
outer-coldmode is the most noisy. And in general, for noise suppression
point of view, an inner-cold/outer-coldmode is the most desirable and in
order of preferenceit is followed by an inner-hot/outer-hotmode, an inner-
cold/outer-hotmode and lastly by an inner-hot/outer-coldmode which is the
worst mode of operationfrom acousticpoint of view. This is also one of the
major findings of the experimentalstudies on supersonicjet noise suppres-
sion by coaxial cold/heatedjets by Dosanjhet al (1976). However, one must
reme_)erthat even though an inner-cold/outer-coldmode of operationoffers
the best noise suppression,it is not the practicalengine cycle. Since for
practicalapplicationsof the coaxialjet scheme for jet noise suppression,
it is essentialthat at least one of the componentjet streamsbe heated,it
is then most desirableto heat the annular/secondarystreams of the coaxial
configurationif the overall levels of the radiatednoise at all angles are
to be attenuated. As far as the inner-hot/outer-hotcombinationis concerned,
the plots show that in order to generatethe same amount of thrust as the
other combinations, a very high-temperaturecoaxial jet must be operated
under very high-speedconditionsand this will eventually give rise to other
kinds of noise associatedwith the high-speedflows which need to be treated
differently. Anyway, this kind of coaxial combination is not a practical
engine cycle and also not in use.
Figures2(a-d) show the variationof radiationwhen the inner stream and
the outer stream are operated at Mp = 0.5, Ms = 0,9. This is an inverted
velocityprofile jet but under differenttemperatureand thrust conditions.
2O
These plots again show that an inner-cold/outer-coldstream is not only the
least noisy but also has the maximum thrust and massflow. An inner-hot/
outer-coldcoaxial stream which has the second maximum thrust (after the
inner-cold/outer-cold)produces the utmost noise; an inner-hot/outer-hot
mode produces the minimum thrust and the inner-cold/outer-hotmode produces
somewhat better thrust, but comparativelymore noise. As the outer-to-inner
area raito {Z) increases,the thrust and the massflow due to the inner-cold/
outer-coldmode and the inner-hot/outer-coldmode increase substantially,
whereasthose due to an inner-hot/outer-hotmode increase very slowly. On
the other hand, the thrust and the massflow due to an inner-cold/outer-hot
mode gradually decrease as a result of increasing area ratio which also
enhancesnoise due to all modes at all angles. Since the meaningfulcompari-
sons come when the massflow and thrust are constant, and since the fully
cold and fully hot coaxialstreamsare not very practicalengine cycles,let
us now turn to the ones which are of real relevance in their enqineering
applications.
Thus we are now left with two possibletypes of coaxial configurations:
one where either of the two streams is heated and the other where both _che
streamsare unequallyheated. Figures3(a-d) illustratethe variationin the
intensityof radiationwhen one of the streams is heated and they comparethe
sound pressure levels, SPL(dB), due to three differentcoaxial combinations:
ConventionalProfile (CP), Inverted Profile (IP) and the Variable Stream
Control Engine (VSCE)-cycle. In the case of a conventionalprofile (CP) it
representsa coaxial configurationwhere the flow pattern consists of a hot,
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high speed inner flow combined with a cold, low speed outer flow. The in-
vertedprofile (IP) which is a combinationof the iverted velocityprofile
and inverted temperatureprofile represents a coaxial configurationwhere
the flow pattern consists of a cold, low speed inner flow combined with a
hot, high speed outer flow. As far as the definitions are concerned,an
invertedprofile and a conventional profile can be easily interconverted
simply by interchangingtheir respectivevelocitiesand temperatures,without
in any way disturbing the cross-sectionalareas of the inner and the outer
streams. It is worthwile to remark that the inverted profile may have a
somewhatdifferent connotationin its applied (industrial)sense insofar as
in actual engineeringapplicationsthe concept of area inversionis associ-
ated with the inversion of the flow quantities. However, as far as this
study is concerned an inverted profile may be regarded as one which, as
defined eariler, representsa cold, low speed inner/hot, high speed outer
situation. Finally, the variable stream control engine (VSCE)-cyclewhich
representsa coaxial configurationwhere everything of a regular, conven-
tional profile-includingvelocity,temperature and cross-sectionalareas--is
completelyinverted,implying thereby the complete interchangeof velocity,
temperatureand cross-sectionalarea of one stream with the other. In the
processof inversionfrom a conventionalprofileto a variablestream control
engine cycle, we find that both the massflow and thrust remain constant at
all outer-to-innerarea ratios_= 1, 4, 10 and 20. Strictlyspeaking a
variablestream control engine cycle is the one which has the capability of
being switched to and fro between itself and a conventionalprofile cycle
while maintaining the inherent massflow and thrust constant. With these
definitionsof an IP-cycle, CP-cycle and VSCE-cycle, let us now turn our
22
attentionto Figure 3(a)where one noticesthat at_ • I, the IP and VSCE-
cycles become one and the same and that at practicallyall angles of in-
terest shown therein, the IP {and also VSCE)-cycleis at least _B quieter
in SPL than the CP-cycle, at constant massflow and constant thrust. This
benefit in noise reductionis retainedboth staticallyas well as in flight.
Figures 3(b)-3(d)show the above comparisonate- 4, I0 and 20 respectively.
In all these figures, the VSCE-cycle and the CP-cycle maintain the same
massflowand thrust, whereas the IP-cyclesuffers from massloss and thrust-
loss as compared to the amount of massflow and thrust due to the CP-cycle.
And this masslossand thrustlossworsens as we move to the higherarea ratios
(_). In other words, as we move from_ = I toe - 4, I0, 20, the IP-cycle
suffersincreased massloss and increased thrust-loss. On the other hand,
the CP- and VSCE-cyclesmaintain the same constant massflow and thrust at
all valuesof outer-to-innerarea ratios_. However,it has to be noted
that unlike the IP-cycle,their (i.e. CP and VSCE) massflow and thrust in-
creasesas the area ratio increases. At _= 4 to 20, the plots show that
the IP-cycle provides reductionof noise at all angles, compared to a CP-
cycle, and that as one moves from static (Mr - O) to a flight situation,Mf=
0.3, or 0.6, the amount of noise reductionalreadyderived in the static case
somewhatslightly diminishes in the forward quadrant (w/2 (B €_ )and
remainsunchangedin the aft quadrant (0 ( 0 (I/2). To put this in a simpler
way, one can say that the static benefit of noise reductiondue to an IP-
cycle is somewhat lost in the forward quadrant due to flight, while this
benefitis well maintained in the aft quadrant due to flight. Furthermore,
this loss in the static benefit in the forward quadrant gets somewhat pro-
nouncedas the area ratio and flight velocityincrease. All these things,
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however,take place along with massloss and thrustloss in an IP-cycle. Thus
when an IP-cycle is compared with a CP-cycle, although it looks great and
impressivethat an IP-cycleis much quieter than a CP-cycle, one must bear
in mind that this is unfortunatelyat the expense of two vital factors
that govern the power of the jet. They are the massflow and the thrust.
Furthermore,as increased values of outer-to-innerarea ratios (_) result
in increased massloss and thrustloss followed by higer bypass ratios, one
should realize that the best noise-optimizationin an IP-cycle can be ob-
tained by choosing one with a low bypass ratio operation obtainable at a
lower outer-to-innerarea ratio (_), preferablyat_ = 1, where it will
providenot only the least amount of noise, but also the maximum thrust and
massflow.
On the other hand, a VSCE-cyclewhich maintainsa constantmassflow and
constantthrust in perfect parity with those of a CP-cycle is substantially
less noisy than a CP-cycle. As the plots in Figures 3(b)-3(d)show a VSCE-
cycle (as comparedagainsta CP-cycle)providesa noise reductionof at least
18.0 dB ate= 0.25, 25 dB ate= 0.1, and 30 dB ate= 0.05; furthermore,un-
like the IP-cycle,this amount of noise reduction is very uniformly main-
tained at all angles around the ,ietboth staticallyand in flight. It has to
be pointedout that as the valuesof_ go from_ = 0.25, to_= 0.1 to_=O.05,
the net massflow and thrust keep on increasing. Thus if the CP-cycle is
interchangedwith a VSCE-cycle,we not only maintain the same massflow and
thrust constant, we also obtain a tremondous amount of noise reduction
uniformlymaintained at all anglesand at all situations-bothstaticallyand
in flight. Thus the clear messaqe is that a VSCE-cycleis probablythe best
engine-cyclethat can be conceived of a coaxial configuration which will
providethe utmost potential to produce the quietest possible nozzle.
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Figure 4 illustratesthe change in directionalintensityas a result of
flight and the comparisonis done with respectto the static case when there
is no flightso that, Mf = O. The plots show that the flight curves are at a
lower level (with respectto the static curves) in the aft quadrantand are
at a higher level in the forwardquadrant. In other words, flight effects
induce reduction of noise in the aft quadrant and amplifictionof noise in
the forwardquadrant. In additionto these effects, the coalescenceof all
the static and flight curves at one point implies that there are absolutely
no effectsdue to flight at _=90 ° to the jet axis. These effects of flight
are seen to occur at all values of outer-to-innerarea ratios__j. Moreover,
as_ increases,the level of noise at all angles is enhancedboth statically
as well as in flight.
Figure 5 shows the change in directionalintensityof radiationdue to
an invertedprofile coaxial flow, and the change is shown to have occuredas
a result of variation outer-to-innerarea ratios (_) and also as a result
of flight. The plots show that as flight Mach number, Mf, increasesthe
parts of the curves in the aft quadrant gradually come down and those in
the forward quadrant gradually go up, which implies that flight effects
induce reduction of noise in the aft quadrant and amplificationof noise
in the forward quadrant. Furthermore,when one looks at these plots, one
noticesthat as the outer-to-innerarea ratios ($'.)increases,it generates
somewhat increasedamount of radiationat all angles. However, as a result
of increasingvalues of _ , the invertedprofileunfortunatelysuffers from
gradualmassloss and thrustloss. Therefore,an inverted profile can really
be functionallyand acousticallyefficientprovided one looks for one with
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low outer-to-innerarea ratio which in consequenceis of a low bypass type,
and this can be achievedby choosing one with outer-to-innerarea ratio (_)
equal to unity so that the massflow and thrust are maintained constantand
are in perfect parity with respect to those of a conventional profile.
These requirements,as indicatedearlier, are essentialto provide optimiza-
tion of noise due to an inverted profilecoaxial nozzle. The directivities
shown in Figure 5 indicate that the intensityis directional with a peak
more or less close to the jet axis. As the area ratio (_) is increased,
the directivity becomes more pronounced and the peak location occurs at
angles between 48° to 57° at Mf = O, between 32° to 45° at Mf = 0.3 and
then along the jet axis at Mf = 0.6. Thus we are led to believe that the
effectsof flight shift the peaks closer to the jet axis in the directionof
the nozzle inlet. The amplificationfrom 90° to the peak angle is about 10
dB for _ = 10, 20, 40, 80 and about 13 dB forE = 4 and about 18.5 dB for_
= 1, at Mf = O. These differencesin peak SPL decrease as the flight Mach
number Mf increases.
Figures6(a-c) show the change in directionalintensityand the varia-
tion in sound pressure level, SPL (dB), due to coaxial streams where both
the streams are unequally heated. These coaxial configurationsare termed
as: ConventionalTurbofan (CT) profile, Duct-Burning(DB) profile and Duct-
Burning-cum-VariableStream Control Engine (DB-VSCE) cycle. A conventional
turbofan (CT) profile represents a coaxial configuration where the flow
patternconsists of a very hot, high speed inner flow combined with hot,
slow speed outer flow (Mp = 0.9, T1 = 1152°K; Ms = 0.54, T2 = 576°K in
our case). A duct-burning (DB) profile representsa coaxial configuration
where the flow pattern consists of a hot, high speed inner flow combined
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with a hotter, higher speed outer flow (Mp - o.g, TI - 576°K; Ms = l.OB,
T2 = 1152°K in our case). In going from a conventionalturbofan profile
to a duct-burning profile, one must notice that the outer-to-innerarea
ratio (_) has been left unchanged. However,in the case of a duct-burning-
cure-variablestream control engine cycle, the concept of area inversionhas
to be included to the duct-burningconcept already in vogue to create a
DB-VSCEcycle. As one goes from a CT-cycle to a DB-cycle and then to a DB-
VSCE cycle, one finds that the massflowand thrust keep on increasingwhere-
as the intensity of radiation keep on decreasing. In other words, a DB-
cycle is less noisy than a CT-cycle even at increasedmassflow and thrust
conditionsand at_ = 4 (seeFigure 6(a)),it providesa noise reductionof
at least 3 dB in the aft quadrantto 5 dB in the forward quadrant,and this
benefitin noise reductiondue to the DB-cycle is very well maintainedboth
staticallyand in flight. On the other hand, amongst these three different
cycles a DB-VSCE cycle is the least noisy and has the maximum amount of
massflow and thrust. The noise reductiondue to this (DB-VSCE)cycle with
respectto a CT-cycle, at area ratio_= 4, is any where between5 dB in the
aft quadrantto nearly 10 dB in the forwardquadrantwhen there is no flight.
As flight Mach number Mf increasesfrom Mf = 0.0 (static case) to Mf = 0.3
to Mf = 0.6, the benefitin noise reductionis not only systematicallymain-
tained at all angles but also, especially in the forward quadrant, this
noise reductionis enhanced from 10 dB to 15 dB. Figure 6(b) shows that at
area ratio_.= 10 and at flight Math number Mf = O, the DB-VSCE cycle pro-
vides a noise reductionof at least 11.5 dB in the aft quadrantto at least
17.5 dB in the forward quadrantwith respectto a CT-cycle. This amount in
noise reduction is increasedto at least 14 dB in the aft quadrant and to
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aleast 18 dB in the forward quadrantdue to flight at Mach number Mf = 0.3.
As the flight Mach number is furtherincreasedto Mf = 0.6, the aft quadrant
noise reduction remains more or less stable, but in the forward quadrant
the benefit in noise reductionis increasedto nearly 20 dB with respectto
the CT-cycle. As we go to a higher value of outer-to-innerarea ratio as in
Figure 6(c), these noise reductionsare further enhanced at all angles both
staticallyand in flight, and these benefits accruing from a DB-VSCE cycle
are, however, obtained at higher massflow and thrust conditions. Thus as a
resultof this discussion,it is very clear that amongstthese three possible
engine cycles where both coaxialstreams are unequallyheated-CT-cycle,DB-
cycle, and DB-VSCE cycle--a DB-VSCE cycle has not only the maximummassflow
and thrust, but also is the least noisy both staticallyand in flight. And
the benefitin noise reduciton is systematicallymaintained and markedly
enhancedat all angles as the outer-to-innerarea ratio increases.
5. SUMMARYOF THE RESULTS
As a result of this study on the effects of flight on noise from hot
coaxialdual flows,we find the followingconclusions. Flighteffects induce:
i) amplificationof noise in the forwardquadrant (Tr/2,4_-/r)
ii) reductionof noise in the aft quadrant (0_7T/2) and
iii) absolutelyno impact on noise at _= 90° to the jet axis.
Furthermore,the resultsof this study show that:
iv) at constantmassflowand thrustmaintainedat an outer-to-innerarea
ratio (7_) equal to unity,an invertedprofilecycle is, at least 6 dB
(SPL),quieter than a conventionalprofile cycle at all angles both
staticallyand inflight,
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v) the static benefitin noise reductiondue to an invertedprofileis
maintained in the aft quadrant,but somewhat lost in the forwardqua-
drant due to flight,
vi) an invertedprofileincursmassloss and thrustloss,as the outer-to-
inner area ratio (_> i) increases,
vii) an invertedprofile,combinedwith a low bypass ratio operation
obtainableat an outer-to-innerarea ratio equal to unity (_= I),
providesthe best optimizationof noisewhile still maintainingthe
constantmassflowand thrust in completeparity with a CP-cycle,
viii) amongstall the possiblecoaxialconfigurationswhere one of the
streams is heated-conventional profile (CP), invertedprofiole(IP),
and variablestream controlengine (VSCE)-cycle--a VSCE cycle (Figure
3) is the best and the most viableengine cycle insofaras it provides
a tremondousamount of noise reduction,with respectto the CP- and IP-
cycles,both staticallyand in flightwhile absolutelymaintainingthe
constantmassflow and thrust as of the CP-cycle,
ix) the noise reductioncapabilityof a VSCE-cyclerelativeto a CP-cycle
dramaticallyincreasesfrom over IB dB at (an outer-to-innerarea ratio)
_.= 0.25, to 25 dB at _ = 0.1, and 30 dB at _ = 0.05 at all angles,
x) the noise suppressiondue to the VSCE-cycleis uniformlymaintainedto
the fullestextent at all static as well as flight conditions,
xi) the massflowand thrust of a VSCE-cycleincreasewith the decreasein
outer-to-innerarea ratio (as_ goes from _ = 0.25 to 0.1, 0.05),
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xii) a VSCE-cycleis the most effectiveand efficientconcept insofaras it
is least noisyand yet providesthe maximummassflow and thrust and far
superior in qualityto an IP-cyclewhich is substantiallynoisierthan
the VSCE-cycle even at much less massflow and thrust conditions,
xiii) at any outer-to-innerarea ratio _ > 1, a duct-burningcycle (Fig-
ure 6)provides more massflow and thrust than a conventionalturbofan
cycle; yet it is much less noisy than the conventionalturbofan cycle,
•xiv) the static benefit in noise reductiondue to the duct-burningcycle
with respectto the conventionalturbofan cycle is, at 6= 90° to the
jet axis, around 4 dB at _. = 4, 5 dB at _ =10. and 6 dB ate=20,
xv) the correspondingaft Quadrant reductionsare slightly less, and the
correspondingforward quadrant reductionsare somewhat more than the
foregoingdecibel values,
xvi) the aft quadrant reductionsdue to the duct-burningcycle obtained
statically (with respectto the conventionalturbofan cycle) are more
or less maintainedin flight,but the forwardquadrant reductionsare
enhancedby at least 2 dB due to flight at Mf = 0.3 or Mf = 0.6,
xvii) in the duct-burningcase also, a low bypass ratio operation is most
desirablefor optimizing noise suppressionand maximizingthrust and
massflow,
xviii) amongstall the possible coaxial configurations(Figure6) where both
the strean_ are unequally heated--conventionalturbofan (CT) cycle,
duct-burning(DB) cycle, and duct-burning-cum-variablestream control
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engine (DB-VSCE)cycle--a DB-VSCEcycle providesthe maximummassflow
and thrust,and yet is the least noisy,
xix) the static benefitin noise reductiondue to a DB-VSCE cycle over a CT-
cycle is of the order of 5.6 dB to I0 dB at Z --0.25, II dB to 17.5
dB at_-- 0.I, and 17.5 dB to 22.5 dB at_=O.05, the lower dB-levels
rangingover the aft quadrant and the higher dB-levels ranging over
the forwardquadrant,
xx) the aft quadrant reductionsdue to the DB-VSCEsycle obtainedstatically
(overthe CT-cycle) is well maintainedin flight whereas the forward
quadrantreductionsare somewhatenhanceddue to flight,
xxi) the massflow and thrust of a DB-VSCEcycle increasewith the decrease
in outer-to-innerarea ratio (asZ goes to_- 0.25, to 0.I, 0.05),
xxii) a DB-VSCE cycle is far superior to a DB-cycle which is substantially
noisierthan DB-VSCE cycle even at much less massflow and thrust
conditions.
6. CONCLUDINGREMARKS
The coaxial jet noise problem has been discussed on the basis of a
double vortex-sheet flow model which involves deliberate suppression of
inherent instabilities of the flow. The analysis reveals many important
featuresconsistent with the familiarly knownresults of coaxial jet noise.
One of the most striking features obtainedas a result of this study is
that a variable stream control engine concept combined with an inverted
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profilecycle when one of the streamsis heatedor that combinedwith a duct-
burningturbofan cycle when both the streamsare unequallyheatedare the two
most powerful engine cycles at two different operating conditions,which
providethe maximumamountof massflowand thrust and yet generatethe minimum
amount of noise both staticallyand in flight. Finally, in the opinion of
the author,these two coaxial cycles possiblyhold the key to our search for
the most effectiveand efficientnozzles in order to usher us to an era of
quiet aircraft.
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FIGURECAPTIONS
Figure I. Change in directionalintensityof differentcoaxialmodes at
constantthrust and massflow.
a). area ratio_= i, M = 0.48
0: cold inner-cum-coldouter mode, Mp = 0.48,F= 1.0, P1 = P2 = 1.
I:l: hot inner-cum-hotouter mode, Mp = 0.95,F= 1.0, P1 = P2 = 4.
Q: cold inner-cum-hotouter mode, Mp = 0.5,F= 1.8, P1 = 1, P2 = 4.
(_: hot inner-cum-coldouter mode, Mp = 0.9,F= 5/9, P1 = 4, P2 = 1.
b). area ratio _ = 4, M = 0.46
0: cold inner-cum-coldouter mode, Mp : 0.46, F= 1.0, P1 : 1 : P2-
[] : hot inner-cum-hotouter mode, Mp = 0.92, F= 1.0, P1 = 4 = P2-
Q: cold inner-cum-hotouter mode, Mp = 0.5, F= 1.8, P1 = 1, P2 = 4.
_: hot inner-cum-coldouter mode, Mp = 0.84, F= 5/9, P1 = 4, P2 = 1.
c). area ratio _ = 10, M = 0.454
0: cold inner-cum-coldouter mode, Mp = 0.45, F= 1.0, P1 = 1 = P2.
I_l: hot inner-cum-hotouter mode, Mp = 0.91, F= 1.0, P1 = 4 = P2"
Q: cold inner-cum-hotouter mode, Mp = 0.5, F= 1.8, P1 = 1, P2 = 4.
_>: hot inner-cum-coldouter mode, Mp = 0.83, F= 5/9, P1 = 4, P2 = 1.
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d). area ratio Z_ = 20,'M = _452
• : cold inner-cure-coldouter mode, Mp = 0.45, F- 1.0. Pl " I
FI : hot inner-cum-hotouter mode, Mp = 0.91, I'= 1.0, PI = 4 - P2"
Q : cold inner-cum-hotouter mode, Mp - 0.5, l'=1.8, PI " I, P2 = 4.
(_ : hot inner-cum-coldouter mode, Mp = 0.82,F= 5/9, PI = 4, P2 = I.
Figure 2. Change in directionalintensityof differentcoaxialmodes at
variablethrust and massflow,and with constantMp = 0.5, F= 1.8
a). area rato _1.= I
• : inner cold-turn-outercold mode, M = 0.73, PI = 1 - Pz
[] : inner hot-cure-outerhot mode, M = 0.36, PI • 4 = P2"
O : inner cold-cum-outerhot mode, M = 0.48, PI • I, P2 = 4.
: inner hot-cure-outercold mode, M • 0.56, P1 = 4, P2 " 1.
b). area ratio_= 4
• : inner cold-cum-outercold mode, M - 0.84, PI " 1 = P2"
[] : inner hot-cum-outerhot mode, M = 0.42, PI • 4 = P2"
O : inner cold-turn-outerhot mode, M = 0.46, P1 " I, P2 = 4.
: inner hot-cum-outercold mode, M = 0.81, P1 • 4, P2 = I.
c). area ratio 7= 10
• : inner cold-cum-outercold mode, M = 0.87, PI = I = P2"
[] : inner hot-cum-outerhot mode, _ - 0.44, PI = 4 = PZ"
0 : inner cold-cum-outer hot mode, M • 0.45, P1 • 1, PZ " 4.
_> : inner hot-cure-outer cold mode, M • 0.86, P1 " 4, P2 " 1.
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d). area ratio _ = 20
• : inner cold-cum-outercold mode, M = 0.89, P1 = 1 = P2"
[] : inner hot-cum-outerhot mode, M = 0.44, P1 = 4 = P2.
0 : inner cold-cum-outerhot mode, M = 0.45, PI = 1, P2 = 4.
_: inner hot-cum-outercold mode, M = 0.88, P1 = 4, P2 = I.
Figure 3(a). Comparisonof SPL due to conventionalprofile (CP), inverted
profile (IP) and variablestream controlengine (VSCE)cycle, all havingthe
same massflow and thrust:area ratio_= 1.
CP(•): Mp = 0.9,_= 1, I-= 5/9, P1 = 4, P2 = 1, M = 0.48.
IP(Q): Mp = 0.5 _ = 1, F= 1.8, P1 = 1, P2 = 4, M = 0.48.
VSCE(O): Mp = 0.5,_= 1, F= 1.8, PI = 1, P2 = 4, M = 0.48.
Figure 3(b). Comparisonof SPL due to conventionalprofile (CP), inverted
profile (IP)and variablestream controlengine (VSCE)cycle,with only CP
and VSCE-cyclehaving the same massflowand thrust;area ratio _ = 4.
CP(•): Mp = 0.9,Z = 4, J'= 5/9, P1 = 4, P2 = 1, M = 0.49.
IP(G): Mp = 0.5,_= 4, F= 1.8, Pl = 1, P2 = 4, M = 0.46.
VSCE(_): Mp = 0.5,7_,= 0.25, F= 1.8, P1 = 1, P2 = 4, M = 0.49.
Figure 3(c). Comparisonof SPL due to conventionalprofile (CP), inverted
profile (IP) and variablestream controlengine (VSCE)cycle,with only CP
and VSCE-cyclehavingthe same massflowand thrust;area ratio ___ = 10.
CP(•): Mp = 0.9,_= 10, F= 5/9, Pl = 4, P2 = 1, M = 0.50.
IP(O): Mp = 0.5,_'_= 10, F= 1.8, P1 = 1, P2 = 4, M =0.4548.
VSCE((_):Mp = 0.5,_= 0.1,F= 1.8, Pl = 1, P2 = 4, M = 0.50.
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Figure 3(d). Comparison of SPL due to conventional profile (CP), inverted
profile (IP) and variable stream control engine (VSCE) cycle, with only CP
and VSCE-cycle having the samemassflow and thrust; area ratio _= 20.
CP(O): Mp = 0.9, _ = 20, F = 5/9, PI - 4, P2 - I, M- 0.50.
IP(Q): Mp = 0.5, _ - 20, F = 1.8, P1 = 1, P2 = 4, M = 0.4525.
VSCE(_): Mp = 0.5, _ = 0.05, l'= 1.8, P1 = I, P2 - 4, M = 0.50.
Figure 4. Change in directionalintensityas a resultof flight.
Mp = 0.5, I"- 1.8, P1 - I, P2 = 4, M = 0.48
Figure 5. Change in directionalintensityand comparisonof SPL of an in-
vertedprofileas a resultof varyingouter-to-innerarea ratio (2); Mp =
0.5, F= 1.8, P1 = I, P2 = 4.
• : _E = 1, M = 0.476
Q :_ = 4, M = 0.460
F_..,--I0, =0.455
[] : _" = 20, M = 0.453
A: T-.= 40, M = 0.4513
/_ : >" = 80, M = 0.4510
Figure 6. Comparisonof SPL due to conventionalturbofan (CT) cycle,duct-
burning (DB) cycle and duct burning-cure-variablestream controlengine (DB-
VSCE) cycle
a). area ratio _E_ - 4
CT(O'): Mp ,, 0.9, Z " 4, F= 0.6, Pl = 4, P2 = 1, M ,= 0.40
DB(O): Mp = 0.9,__,- 4, r-= 1.2, Pl " 2, P2 " 4, R , 0.56
DB-VSCE(_): Mp - 0.9,_ = 0.25, F'- 1.2, Pl " 2, P2 = 4, M = 0.62
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b). area ratio _ = I0
CT(O): Mp = 0.9, _ = 10, F'= 0.6, Pl = 4, P2 = 2, M = 0.389
DB(Q): Mp = 0.9, _ = I0, F'= 1.2, PI = 2, P2 = 4, M = 0.55
DB-VSCE(_): Mp = 0.9,7",=0.i, F= 1.2, PI = 2, P2 = 4, M = 0.628
c). area ratio_ = 20.
CT(O): Mp 0.9, _ = 20, l-= 0.6, P1 = 4, P2 = 2, M = 0.385
DB(Q): Mp = 0.9,_ = 20, #-= 1.2, P1 = 2, P2 = 4, M = 0.54
DB-VSCE(_): Mp = 0.9,_, = 0.05, l-=1.2, Pl = 2 , P2 = 4, M = 0.632
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